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Summary 
 
Josef Danziger, born January 15, 1921 in Rieben, Austria in the region of Oberbunddorf; 
discusses family: had one brother and later a stepbrother; father was a farmer with crops, cows 
and a horse and was also mayor of Liebing; mother died when he was six and father remarried; 
completed grade school in Liebing, Austria with 20 other children, including those from Jewish 
and Romany families; Romany friends from school included Julius Khodoshi and Anton 
Desidaya; Romany families did not have work and primarily begged; after grade school went to 
work on family farm; notes that Liebing had been part of Hungary until 1921; tells of nearly 
daily trips to Hungarian border town of Koszeg to shop for things such as meat, which became 
impossible after annexation; in Koszeg often bought goods from a Jewish family named Adler 
who owned a farm; bought cigarettes and tobacco at a store just over the border, occasionally 
having to smuggle larger amounts of goods; purchased wood from another Jewish family 
named Kretzel; recalls that just before the annexation of Austria by Germany in 1939 things 
were not good economically but improved briefly just after the annexation until full war broke 
out; father and uncle were apolitical and against annexation, but most in the town were for the 
annexation; at 19 entered the military, training in Eisenstadt, then Heidelberg for about 3 
months as part of the 105th division, learning to shoot, drill and dig trenches; after boot camp 
sent to Pilsen from 1939-1940, then to Appeville, France where he had a brief work detail; as 
war began sent to Russia via Poland as war was getting underway, marching 50-60 km/day 
without encountering enemy opposition; 60 km from Moscow forced to retreat due to lack of 
ammunition, supplies and winter clothing; sheltered in a local house left standing after most 
houses had been burned by retreating Germans, trading cigarettes for food with the locals; told 
of right arm injury during retreat and being taken to Vitebsk for rehabilitation, from there taken 
to Hameln, near Hannover, then to an infirmary in Vienna; recalls that in his absence father was 
to clear the town of Jewish and Romany families, but when he refused local party leaders did so 
on Nazi orders; did not believe anti-Jewish, anti-Russian and anti-minority propaganda heard on 
the radio; worked alongside Hungarians and Russians; after rehabilitation sent to Metz for 9 
months where he guarded POWs until war ended; returned to Liebing via Mainz and Munich in 
fall 1945, where his father was still mayor, though his father had been briefly detained and 
interrogated by the Russians; resumed buying goods in Koszek as more was available, 
occasionally having to smuggle goods through the woods; recalls a local man from Rattersdorf 
whose foot was shot off by a Hungarian border guard when he tried to smuggle goods through 
the border; recalls arrival of communism in Hungary in 1947, when the border was closed with 
barbed wire and mines on the Hungarian side. 
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